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Direction Cosines of a Line
When a line in space is taken in a definite sense from one extreme

to the other, the line is said to be
directed. P

For a directed line OP passing
through the origin the angles a, B

and y, formed by OP with the x, y

and z axes respectively, are called
the direction angles of OP, and the
cosines of these angles, that is, cosa,
cosß, cosY are called the direction
cosines (d. cs., in short) of OP.

The direction cosines of a line
aregenerally denoted by. 1, m,n. 1

Then Cosa, m=CosB, n =COSy.

A



Relation between directionçosines
fa directed line through the origin makes argles a, B, 7 with the

X, }, z axes respectively, to prove that
cosu+cos?B+cos?y=1

or 24m24n=1,

here , m, n are the direction cosines of the directed line.



Let OP be the directed
ine through the origin making
angles a, B, 7 With the x, y, z
axes respectively.

Consider now any point
P(x, y, ) on the directed line,

Let OP=r.
From P draw P2 perpendi-

cular to the z-axis.
Then

PIY.2

OQ=z
L0OP=7.and

From right angled triangle 2OP,

coSTO or 2 rcosY.

Similarly drawing perpendiculars from P on x and y axes, we ge
x=rcosa and y=rcoss.

Now OP =r

V+y42=r or ++2eror

or rcosaPros*B +r*cosY=r
or cosacos*8 -cos r) =r

or coscos*B cosy 1.

If =cosa, m cosB, n=COSY,

then m4r=1.



Direction Ratios or Direction Numb
er

Any set of numbers a, b, c that are proportional to the direction
cosines of a line are called direction numbers or direction ratios ofof

the line. They are written in the form [a, b, cl or (a, b, c) or a, b, c

and will be referred to as the direction of the line.



To find the direction Cosines from
the direction ratios of a line

Let , , n and a, b, c be the dircction cosincs and the direction
ratios of tho given lino. Sinco the diroction cosines are proportional
to the direction ratios, thercforo

EntC=k (say)

(1)or a kl, b =km, c=kn,

where k is called the constant olttrcrtibea' y.

Squaring and adding these equations, we get

a+ba+c?=k*(134-m*+-n*).
-

But 2m+n?=1.
a2+634+c?=k*; k=tya3-+63+ca2.or

From (1),

b
m Eva+b3-+¢a.

where the sign of radical is either positive throughout or negative

throughout, depending on which of the two possible directions of the
line is desired.

To find the direction cosines and the direction ratios of the linesegment joining two given points (*1 V1,Z) and (2, Ya, 2).



Let the given points (X, Y» Z1) and 2, Y2, z) be reepe
tively P and 2. Join Pand .
From P draw }PR perpendicu
lar to the plane , passing
through 2 and parallel 1o
XOY plane. Join R-2.As
PRL plane t, it is perpendi-
cular o every line jin the
plane and hence to RQ.
Clearly PR={z
of R)

9.22.zz

Pl.y1.co-ordinate

z co-ordinate of P)
={z co-ordinate of 2)-21

for R, 2 are both on the
plane plane XOY

Let the d. cs. of PO be , m, n. Then l= cosa,m=COsB, n=c06Y

Now RP=1, as PR I 0Z.
From right angled ^PR2,

coST PR or n- or or PQ-23.cosY PO

Similarly PQ=* and PQ = ,
m

Hence }1- 2Ž-P0.

Thus ti) the direction cosines of PQ are, ,
P2

2nd i) the directioa ratios of PQare

-.



To find the angle betiwoen two lines whose direction cosines
1, , ni) and (a ma, a) are given.

Let the given lines in space
be AB and AC, whose direc-
tion cosines are respectively
(, m, 7) and ( ma, n).

In order to find the angle
betweeen AB

Consider the radius vectorss
OP and OQ drawn from thhe
origin and parallel to AB and
AC respectively. Let P and
2 be respectively, (Fi» Vi» z)
and (xa, V, Za) Obviously OP
and O0 have the same
directions as AB and AC, and
hence the angle POO is e.
Join P and Q. Let OP=r
and OQ =r2.

and AC,

M PIX.y1.Z)

0x22.22}

X

From P draw PM perpendicular to the axis of z. Then OM =Z1.
Let MOP=11
From right angled triangle OMP,

McosY OP' or 7=; or Z1 1
Similarly
and
We have also 13+m+n3=1, 734+m3n=1,.x++z=r and **+y2+22=r tNow PQ3=(*1-x,)"+(01-y)+(Z1-z2)

=(x2+y+z2)+(x+y2+z)-2(x1Xt t2,z)=r+r-2(/e+71mT2tnna
n+-2rtlla+mmata,n). e

By trigonometry, cose=OP+OQ2- PO
20P.O2



s-t-1-r+2rl,+mmatzna2rt
OT

cosg 2lletmmastnt)or
2rT

Hence cos9lylh+mm+a
This gives the required angle.

CorollAL. To iad the coadition ofperpeadicularity of two lines
in space.

8-90°, then cos8 =cos90°=0.
cos6l2+mma+nna

Here
But
Hence the necessary and sufficient condition that the twae.swith direction cosines (, m n) and (z, m, na) are at Nghtangles is

14+mm2tn,n=0.

Corollary 2. To find sins, where e is the angle betneen. two lineswith d. es. (}1, m,, 7) and (2, m2, 72)
The weil known Lagrange's Identity of Algebra,

(+m+nMIL+m3+n2)-0,4+mm+nna
=(mn-m)+(,la-n}i)+(m-lm)

can be easily verified.
aad (l mz n be the direction cosines of two

1 m2n21, L2+mn=1
cose=1htma7

Substituting these values in the Lagrange's Identity, weget
1-cose=(ma-mj(ni-7!+(lnlm,

sin9=(mn-mza){7,i-nd+ -n

lines, tben
and

Or

sins=V(mna-m +(7l-a (ma- .
This gives sias.


